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SOLDERING   TIPS   &   TECHNIQUES  
Instruction   Sheet  

 
Materials  

  
● Solder -   solid   core   3   mm   wire   -   50\50,   60\40,   63\37   or   lead   free   (95C)  
● Flux    -    mild   zinc   chloride,   encourages   the   solder   to   flow   on   the   copper   foil   and   lead  
● Copper   Foil    -   adhesive   copper   tape,   wrap   evenly   on   edge   of   glass  
● Neutra    -   cleaner,   neutralizes   acids   from   flux   and   patina   
● Kem-pro    -   wax   which   polishes   and   protects   patina   and   solder  
●        Sal-Ammoniac    -   cleaning   and   tinning   block   for   soldering   iron   tip  

 
Equipment  

 
● Soldering   iron   -    a   temperature   controlled   iron   is   best,   durable   pre-tinned   chisel   tip  

for   maximum   heat   transfer,   variety   of   tip   sizes   and   temperatures   available  
● Iron   stand   -    safety   stand   with   sponge   for   cleaning   the   tip   of   the   iron  
● Fume   trap    -   charcoal   activated   filter   specifically   designed   to   absorb   fumes   associated   with  

soldering,   should   be   positioned   no   further   than   6"   from   work   area,   rubber   feet   allows  
placement   directly   on   glass   work  

 
Techniques  

 
Fluxing    -   Flux   lightly-   too   often   flux   is   over   applied   causing   bubbling   and   spitting.    Excess   flux   trapped  
in   your   solder   causes   a   white   residue   to   show   on   your   work.    Trim   your   flux   brushes   for   an   even  
application   and   wash   them   after   they   are   used.   Flux   should   be   applied   immediately   before   soldering,  
dried   flux   can   cause   cleaning   problems   and   may   cause   white   residue   to   appear.  
 
Soldering   -    Tin   seam   first   laying   the   flat   portion   of   the   tip   down   on   the   seam   so   that   you   can   feel   the  
glass   beneath   the   tip.    Using   a   steady   distribution   of   heat   melt   solder   and   run   solder   smoothly   down   the  
seam   -   do   not   dab!    Clean   tip   by   wiping   on   wet   sponge,   re-flux   lightly,   turn   tip   on   edge   and   run   a   smooth  
bead   by   feeding   solder   evenly   onto   tip   of   iron.    Allow   to   cool   then   re-solder   imperfect   areas   trying   not   to  
spend   too   much   time   in   one   spot.   Heat   buildup   will   crack   your   glass.    The   look   of   your   beading   depends  
on   your   foiling   technique,   so   apply   your   foil   evenly   and   carefully   using   an   exacto   knife   to   trim   uneven  
spots   where   necessary.   Soldering   oxidized   foil   is   problematic   so   try   to   start   and   finish   a   project   within  
weeks   not   months.  
 
  



  
Trouble-Shooting   Hints  

 
SOLDER   BEAD   APPEARS   FLAT-    Re-flux   and   add   more   solder.  
 
ROUGH   OR   UNEVEN   BEAD   -    Moving   iron   too   quickly   while   beading,   apply   more   flux   (sparingly)  
and   re-solder.   Remember   to   melt   the   solder   down   to   the   surface   of   the   glass.  
 
SOLDER   WILL   NOT   STICK   TO   FOIL   -    Did   you   apply   flux?     Foil   may   have   oxidized   and   will  
require   buffing   with   light   grade   (000)   steel   wool.    Heavy   oxidation   on   lead   may   require   scrubbing   with   a  
wire   brush   before   soldering.  
 
FOIL   IS   NOT   STICKING   TO   THE   EDGE   OF   THE   GLASS   -    Did   you   clean   your   glass   before  
foiling?    Were   all   foil   edges   pressed   tightly   to   glass   (burnished)?    Too   much   heat   often   loosens   the  
adhesive   on   the   foil,   burnish   down   with   a   fid   and   re-solder   carefully.   
  
FOIL   RIPPING   ON   EDGES   OF   PROJECT   -    Did   you   edge   bead?    The   foil   has   little   strength   without  
the   added   support   of   a   thick   layer   of   solder.  
 
SEAMS   ARE   VERY   WIDE   -    Foil   is   too   wide   for   the   thickness   of   glass   being   used.    Glass   fit   was  
sloppy,   leaving   large   gaps   to   be   filled   with   solder.    Remember   a   four-sided   lamp   will   have   larger   seams  
than   a   six   or   more   sided   lamp.  
  
SOLDER   WILL   NOT   FLOW   -    Did   you   apply   flux?    Flux   may   be   dirty   or   perhaps   you   are   using   the  
wrong   type   of   flux.    Check   iron   temperature,   it   may   be   too   cold.  
 
SOLDER   DRIPS   THROUGH   SEAMS   -    You   may   be   holding   the   iron   too   long   in   one   spot   or   there  
may   be   a   large   gap   between   glass   pieces.    If   so,   stick   masking   tape   to   the   back   of   this   seam   so   the   solder  
does   not   drip   through.  
 
SOLDER   SPITS   AND   SPLATTERS    -   Iron   may   be   too   hot   or   there   may   be   too   much   flux.  
 
SOLDER   BALLS   ON   GLASS   -    These   are   caused   by   moving   too   quickly,   either   when   coming   down   or  
lifting   your   iron.    These   small   beads   can   be   removed   when   cold.    Do   not   try   to   pick   them   up   with   your  
iron   as   this   may   cause   a   heat   crack   in   your   glass.  
 
RAGGED   SOLDER   SEAMS   -    If   the   edge   of   your   foil   has   been   torn   or   bent   back   while   burnishing   you  
will   never   achieve   a   smooth   bead.  
 
COLD   SPOTS   ON   YOUR   IRON   -    These   black   spots   are   small   scales   of   corrosion   and   will   impede   the  
passage   of   heat   in   this   spot.    Clean   your   iron   with   sal   ammoniac   and   re-tin.  
 
SHARP   CLAWS   ON   YOUR   SEAMS   -    Not   enough   flux   or   flux   has   dried   or   burnt   off,   re-flux  
(sparingly)   and   try   again.  
 
OXIDATION   –    Flux   left   on   the   panels   causes   green   coating.    Give   the   piece   a   good   wash   with   neutra,  
using   steel   wool   for   stubborn   spots.   


